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Please allow me to start my term in
office by thanking each and every one of you
for placing your trust in me and the Officers
and members of your Board of Directors, in
moving our association forward. I would also
like to welcome Broward/Miami-Dade Director
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FALI Conference attendees listen to Brandon A. Perron’s presentation, FORENSIC
INTERVIEWING - FTR - Forensic Testimonial Evidence Recovery at the event in Tampa, FL.

Ann Tenpenny and Palm Beach Area Director
Rick Root as our newest board members. You
have our commitment that we will work, on your
behalf; to sustain the growth we have seen
over the past several years and to continue that
growth forward for our association and our entire

profession.
As in any transfer of responsibility,
there will be change. I am a firm believer in
encouraging the membership to be an active
participant in the planning and direction in
which the association will move.
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THE FTER METHOD:
Forensic Testimonial Evidence Recovery
By Brandon A. Perron, CCDI, CFI-FTER
The role of the Criminal Defense Investigator or any
professional investigator is focused primarily upon the
recovery and evaluation of testimonial evidence in its
various forms. As an “expert” in this discipline, the
investigator must approach the evidence from a forensic
perspective. Forensic examination has a variety of
applications beyond the inspection of physical evidence.
In fact, the term “forensic” is often misunderstood as only
applying to forensic science. It has become a shortened
term used by the media, movies, and television to
describe the discipline of crime scene investigation. The
CSI mentality has created a pop culture definition of the
tradition-rich practice of debate. The term forensic is
commonly defined as rhetorical debate associated with
a court of law. Therefore, the application of forensic
examination is not limited to the physical sciences.
Forensic accounting is an example of an investigative
approach to evaluating evidence in such a manner. The
use of a forensic accountant is a routine process in fraud
investigations. The same principles are used in FTER to
examine and evaluate testimonial evidence.
The Forensic Testimonial Evidence Recovery method
(FTER) was developed as a supplement to the Component
Method of criminal defense investigation. FTER is
intended to enhance the investigative interview process by
elevating the investigator’s understanding of testimonial
evidence as it relates to analysis, evaluation, recovery, and
documentation. Testimonial evidence often becomes the
primary focus in pursuit of the truth and the development
of a sound defense theory. Therefore, the professional
investigator must understand the evolutionary process of
testimonial evidence and the manner in which it becomes
fact and ultimately introduced as evidence.
The investigator must focus upon the identification,
evaluation, recovery, and interpretation of testimonial
evidence. In fact, one could argue that the majority of
evidence encountered is testimonial in nature. Testimonial
evidence is found in many forms. For example, testimonial
evidence is recorded as documentary evidence on arrest
affidavits, investigative reports, witness statements,
transcripts, audiotapes and video recordings. The
investigator is required to review, analyze, and interpret
the testimonial evidence as it appears in such forms. The
purpose is to question the veracity and authenticity of the
evidence. Such efforts may require a detailed analysis that
traces the testimonial evidence to the original source. The
identification of inconsistencies, discrepancies, errors,

omissions, and conflicts can be clues to improper influence
and contamination.
Furthermore, the investigator is tasked with recovering
testimonial evidence from the original source in the form
of a witness. Again, this source of information is not an
inanimate specimen subject to strict scientific study. The
source of information is a human being with a multitude
of complex issues, motivations, and conflicts. The
investigator as the Forensic Testimonial Evidence Recovery
Specialist must be prepared to deal with the ever-changing
nature of testimonial evidence. This task is not a simple
endeavor. The complexities of the human condition must
be acknowledged and understood before one can truly
explore testimonial evidence.
It is crucial to remember that every interview has the
potential to make or break a case. Lack of preparation
will almost certainly result in failure. The FTER Method
approach allows the investigator to evaluate testimonial
evidence as an expert. Testimonial evidence is almost
always masked by contamination and human deception.
Therefore, the investigator must maintain a perspective
that recognizes this fact. The investigator must not allow a
strong and compelling personality to overwhelm them with
deception. The idea that someone can “sound” innocent
or believable based upon personal experience is not a
credible means of evaluating testimonial evidence. The
truth can be found in the details, not riding the wave of a
dynamic personality.
The investigator must search for the truth that is often
buried within the details and masked by human deception
and error. It is the nature of the beast that must be
recognized and accepted. The investigator is a hunter
and the truth is the prey. It is the duty of the hunter to
understand their prey before it can be effectively pursued.
Brandon A. Perron is a Board
Certified Criminal Defense
Investigator, trainer, speaker, and
author of Uncovering Reasonable
Doubt: The Component Method
– A Comprehensive Guide for the
Criminal Defense Investigator. His
new book, Forensic Testimonial
Evidence Recovery: The FTER
Method – A Forensic Approach to the
Interview for the Criminal Defense
Investigator is available at
www.publicdefenderinvestigator.com
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What is the value of expert forensic
consultations in criminal defense?

By Dean Beers, President NCISS
It could be the difference between justice and
injustice...‘For every defendant denied justice, a victim is
denied justice.’
On February 24, 2014, the United States Supreme Court
issued a per curiam reversal in the case of Alabama death
row inmate Anthony Ray Hinton. Applying “a straightforward
application of [its] ineffective-assistance-of-counsel
precedents,” the Court held that “it was unreasonable for
Hinton’s lawyer to fail to seek additional funds to hire [a
forensic] expert where that failure was based not on any
strategic choice but on a mistaken belief that available
funding was capped at $1,000.”
Members of NALI have extensive experience in a variety
of areas in legal investigations. This is seen daily on the
listserv, the annual conferences and this journal. The use
of resources available is a key part of your success, just
as legal investigators are a key component of success to
the attorneys. Having these resources available is of no
use if they are not used. This is where there is often a
disconnect.
An example often heard is the ‘unfounded theory’. You
can anticipate an unfounded theory when the statement
begins with, “I feel…” or “On CSI…” or something similar.
How injuries are, or are not, caused is how our agency
often hears these. Several factors are involved in injury
causation – assailant, instrument, positions, environment,
energy, velocity, size, and so on. These errors are made
on the part of both law enforcement and legal investigators.
Careful and knowledgeable analysis using a multidisciplinary team approach can address these errors.
Recently we had a consultation in which the arresting law
enforcement officer told the suspect that he was drunk and
had stabbed his friend in the cheek with a knife, causing a
5” laceration. Reviewing the provided medical records of
both parties, and viewing the two questioned weapons, we
learned that the defendant had no alcohol in his system,

but the victim (his friend) was hospitalized in detox for three
days. Also, the laceration was an incised wound
measuring 5mm with two stitches, and only one of the two
weapons could have caused the injury – and it was not
the weapon law enforcement insisted during interrogation
of the defendant. These were all false assumptions on
the part of law enforcement, which led to the arrest and
charging of the wrong person. This was corrected by the
prosecution, through the dismissal of charges; but only
after the expenses of attorneys and experts. Their own
flawed investigation also prevented them from charging the
‘victim’, who was actually the assailant.
Then you have more complicated issues. Injury causation
also requires a medical opinion, and perhaps an engineer
or biomechanics. One area involves the injuries to infants.
Infants are very resilient as they grow. We often hear
of fatal internal abdominal injuries to an infant in which
the investigator feels, erroneously, that such injuries
were caused by an insignifant fall and are consistent
with information from the defendant. There are many
circumstances to consider – height of fall and surface
condition being the foremost. An infant falling from a couch
onto a flat surface, typically carpeted, is very common to
households. Although injuries happen, these falls do not
cause fatal organ damage – such as lacerated spleen, liver
or other. Medical research shows that these fatal injuries
are most often caused by direct strikes, such as punches
and knees. When facing a prosecutor and strong evidence,
it is best to have the appropriate expert opinions. In one
of our cases we provided this information, together with a
consulting forensic pathologist independently corroborating
the same. However, we were also able to determine
through review of the official investigation, and additional
independent investigation, that only the infant’s mother
was in the house when the injuries were inflicted – not the
father, defendant.
Similarly are scene investigations. Incidents often directly
involve multiple persons, and indirectly may involve
EXPERT FORENSIC CONSULTATIONS
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several more – who then become witnesses. The core
issue remains the same – persons, instruments and scene
must all be connected; witnesses are circumstantial and
subjective. In one incident, at a bar, witnesses described
an assailant approaching another person, and a second
assailant also approaching from behind and pulling a shirt
over the person’s head. The first assailant stabbed the
person multiple times and fled – also dropping the knife.
Police recovered the knife at the scene, and also arrested
the first assailant nearby, but no accomplice was identified
or found; however, it did not deter the prosecution from
seeking the death penalty. It was determined the knife
recovered was consistent with being able to cause the
injuries to the decedent. Scene, weapon and persons are
all connected. However, it was also determined that both
the under and outer shirts both had defects corresponding
to the decedent’s knife wounds. It was determined that
the shirt was worn in the usual fashion and could not have
been pulled over the head of the victim. This factually
contradicted the witnesses, learned by the defense
investigator to be friends of the victim.
The purpose of evidence is to prove information as a relevant fact. That is to confirm or refute information which has
been provided by witnesses, and consequently in discovery, or developed in the investigative process. The examination of evidence also becomes supporting or impeachable information; and to obtain information to further refine,
or redefine, legal strategies and potentially affirmative
defenses, as well as further plea negotiation efforts and trial
preparation. Moreover, evidence may aid in determining
other suspects and establish their guilt – proving another
person committed the crime, while establishing innocence
or mitigating circumstances of the defendant.
It is important to consider that evidence in which the prosecution may primarily rely. It is an error to rely solely on
their evidence, including that which has not been examined
by law enforcement and no relevant value is known. If
evidence is not examined, or identified to be examined,
there is no way to determine if it can also be examined by
the defense, or its value as incriminating or exculpatory.
This value includes supporting or refuting the statements of
witnesses, potentially new evidence, and the identification
of other potential suspects.
The collection of evidence has no benefit unless the evidence is evaluated for submission to multi-disciplinary

forensic investigation and examination. Failing to do so
can have several negative consequences to the defendant
and victims of crimes. Alternate light source examination
and related photography are examples of underused,
readily available, resources.
Often there is a desire to focus only DNA evidence, and
not other trace evidence, which may limit the scope and
value of the evidence. Additional trace evidence, such as
hair and fibers, may identify other persons and evidence.
This collection and analysis of DNA or other trace
evidence may provide or identify of the defendant or other
suspects. The reliance on the uncertainty of eye-witness
statements and testimony often presents conflicting
identification of suspects. Moreover, the collection of DNA
trace evidence has been demonstrated to have significant
impact in wrongful convictions that relied heavily on eyewitness statements and identification of the perpetrators
and events.
The purpose and value of evidence, and multi-disciplinary
forensic investigation and examination, is predominantly
noticed in wrongful conviction cases – 10, 20, 30 years or
post-execution. Many such cases are due to advances in
multi-disciplinary forensic investigation and examination.
Not every item of evidence can be examined, as there are
considerations of evidentiary value, time and resources.
However, the defense team should be provided the list of
all evidence collected and evidence screened for these
considerations in relation to evidentiary value, time and
resources. This process begins with law enforcement, and
continues to prosecution and defense.
Edmund Locard, developed Locard’s Principle of
Exchange, which states “…with contact between two
items, there will be an exchange.” This theory applies
to the evidentiary triangle of person to scene, scene to
evidence, and evidence to person. The lack of multidisciplinary forensic investigation and examination, by both
law enforcement and prosecution, deprives the defendant
of the ability to identify other components of this evidentiary
triangle. This is exacerbated when the defense fails to use
a process similar to the scientific method in the evaluation
of the evidence, and relying solely on that evidence absent
their own investigation. Defense theory and strategy, legal
and investigative, should adapt the ACE-V process of
Analyze, Compare, Evaluate and Verify to the prosecution’s
evidence and theory, as well as their own.
EXPERT FORENSIC CONSULTATIONS
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Legal investigations know that information without facts
is not evidence. Information may be a statement, report,
utterance, observation, etc. Evidence is any matter of fact
to prove or disprove an issue. Evidence is any information,
item, report, or record, which tends to or assists in proving
or disproving an assertion, allegation, or event. It is a set
of facts specific to the case that must be scrutinized in the
course of the investigation. It must have been collected whether it is a fingerprint or witness statement.
Information is generally circumstantial and can be
subjective due to how it is affected by the individual’s bias.
For example, the truth to a witness is based upon what they
sensed. It is their objective perception of the facts, subject
to any patent or latent bias the person may have.
As legal investigators, NALI’s collective experience varies
and is remarkable. Having this vast pool of knowledge
available to us all is like having our own search engine
or library – except based on actual skills, education
and experience. In moving forward, with the civil or criminal

investigation, do so with the ability to find and use those resources
applicable to focused areas of the evidence, and tying into the
totality of the purpose and strategy you are tasked with.
----© October 2015
Dean A. Beers, CLI, CCDI – Associates in Forensic Investigations
Originally published in The Legal Investigator, official journal of
the National Association of Legal Investigators.
Winner, NALI 2016 Editor / Publisher Honorable Mention Award


Dean A. Beers
CLI, CCDI

Dean A. Beers, CLI, CCDI is a
recognized expert in the areas of
death investigation and personal
injury causation. He is the only Board
Certified Legal Investigator (CLI) in
Wyoming and northern Colorado, and
is also a certified Medicolegal Death
Investigator specializing consultations
and investigations of all civil Personal
Injury, Negligence and Death matters,
as well as felony Criminal Defense.
Mr. Beers is a recognized expert on
issues involving private investigation.
He continues to speak extensively on
investigative techniques and principles
and has authored multiple peer-reviewed
white papers, and three books - Practical
Methods for Legal Investigations:
Concepts and Protocols in Civil and
Criminal Cases, released by CRC Press
in February 2011, previously Professional
Investigations: Individual Locates,
Backgrounds and Assets & Liabilities
and most recently A Survivors’ Guide
to Understanding Death Investigations
(co-authored with his wife and business
partner). He founded his agency in 1987
and operates it with his wife Karen S.
Beers, BSW, CCDI, with whom he codeveloped Death Investigation for Private
Investigators distance learning and
continuing education.
Dean is a member of the Big 3 – FALI,
TALI and CALI, and is President of the
National Council of Investigation &
Security Services, and serves on the
Certified Legal Investigators committee
for NALI.
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The FALI Library
A Members Only Benefit
In our continued efforts to give members greater benefits for their membership, the FALI Board of Directors has created
the “FALI Library.”
The “FALI Library” is a collection of industry related books that we are making available to members, “free of charge,”
except for the cost of shipping and handling
These books may be used for your personal professional development, and/or for requirements to challenge the
certification tests for organizations including: The Florida Board of Certified Investigators’ FCI certification or the National
Association of Legal Investigators’ CLI certification.
The books that are currently being made available for member use are:
•
Basic Private Investigation: A Guide to Business Organization, Management and Basic Investigative Skills
for the Private Investigator, By William F. Blake, MS, CPP, CFE
•
Code of Professional Conduct: Standards & Ethics for the Investigative Profession, By Kitty Hailey, CLI
•
Insurance Fraud Casebook: Paying a Premium for Crime Edited by: Laura Hymes and Joseph T. Wells, both 		
with the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE)
•
Building Your Professional Investigative Practice: Power Strategies and Techniques for Marketing and 		
Managing Your Growing Investigative Agency, By Steve Mallon
•
Practical Handbook for Professional Investigators, By Rory J. McMahon, CLI, CFE
•
Combating Human Trafficking: A Multidisciplinary Approach, Edited by: Michael J. Palmiotto
•
Uncovering Reasonable Doubt: The Component Method, By Brandon A. Perron
•
The Art of Surveillance, By Kelly E. Riddle

How to Request a Book
FALI members in good standing may borrow one book at a time. The request must be made in writing by completing the
request form, and sending via email to admin@fali.org If the book is available you will then be sent the Shipping Cost &
Book Replacement Authorization form to complete and return. You will then be shipped the book, at your expense, and
allowed to keep it for 30 days. If needed, you may request a 30 day extension which may be granted if there are no other
requests.
Please take advantage of this FALI member benefit. If you have any questions please feel from to contact our
Administrative Director at 888-845-3254 or via email at admin@fali.org
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President’s Report

Alan Moffatt
FALI President

FALI Conference a success by all standards
On behalf of the FALI board of Directors, I
want to take a minute of your time to thank all of the
attendees for your participation, and support, of this
year’s conference. Without you, none of this would
be possible.
It is my sincere hope that the speakers,
exhibitors, and the hotel staff, made this conference

professional relationship with each of
them, but have developed friendships that benefit
both FALI as an organization, and members as
well.
We thank them for their continued support
and look forward to years of the same.
In closing, I would
again like to thank the
organizers of this conference;
the speakers and presenters;
the exhibitors and vendors,
and mostly, YOU, our
members for your continued
support of FALI.

one of your year’s
professional highlights.
This year’s pre and post
conference events, by
Brandon Perron and Steven
Rambam respectively,
provided a great
kickoff, and finale, for the
speakers, and presenters,
during the conference daily
schedule.
Both events are
becoming a tremendous
boost to the educational
value of this annual
professional forum.

Outgoing FALI President Tim
O’Rourke poses with incoming FALI
President Alan Moffatt in Tampa.

Each year our exhibitors, and vendors, are
there providing not only product information for our
businesses, but support for the conference itself.
Over the years, we have not only enjoyed a

I look forward to
visiting the regional meetings,
in the spirit of camaraderie,
that continues between our
annual conferences.

I hope to see you all at
the 23rd FALI Conference in 2017, in Cocoa Beach.
		Alan Moffatt
		
Your FALI President
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National Legislative Watch

The NCISS Legislative Advocacy Hub is monitoring state legislative activity through the
State Legislation Awareness Monitoring (SLAM) Program for member state associations!
(white are active legislative sessions, blue are not in session)
Legislative and SLAM Committees Activities for Investigations & Security from Lobbyit
Please check the NCISS News Archives at http://conta.cc/ZoQsTl for current alerts and newsletters for complete details.
State Legislation Awareness Monitoring (SLAM)
Lobbyit has set up NCISS’s “state-level” tracking, continues to identify hundreds of bills in 30 active states. The most important,
by state, are below. To view bills impacting private investigators, private patrol operators, or security guards in your state, go to
www.nciss.org/legislation to the Advocacy Hub and the State Legislation link. You can search alphabetically by State or click on
your state on the United States map provided at the top of the page (current example above). If your state is not listed, it means
that either your state was either not in session or there were no bills introduced that met our search parameters. If you know of a
bill in your state that we need to become aware, please contact your Regional Director.
To be both effective and current, NCISS and Lobbyit need suggestions for legislative and regulatory keywords to track activities
at the state and federal levels. Please contact your Regional Director to provide these keywords.
NCISS extends its appreciation to FALI and members. NCISS has a strong relationship with FALI through board members
supporting FALI with membership – Dean Beers (President) and Terry Myer, Sr. (1st Vice President). NCISS welcomes all the
members of FALI supporting NCISS through membership, including several FALI board members.
Your NCISS Regional Director is: Larry Flannery – (919) 475-4209 and Email: Lflannery@nc.rr.com
In April NCISS elected the following Board members:
President – Dean A. Beers
1st Vice President – Terry Myer, Sr.
2nd Vice President – Brad Duffy
3rd Vice President – Dean Gluth
Treasurer – Bill Fletcher
Secretary – Francie Koehler

Regional Directors – Candace Ivey (1), Tony Quintana (2),
Larry Flannery (3), Mark Gillespie (4), Andrea Orozco (5),
and Dana Griffith (6)
At Large Directors – Jerry Pitman, Audra Coleman, Chuck
McLaughlin, and Jim Casteel

Stakeholder Activity

Lobbyit continues to work for NCISS and YOU...
When NCISS’s Board met with Senate Commerce Committee counsel to discuss issues of importance to private investigators
and security service providers, we were informed that that the Committee, over Chairman Thune’s objection, had just adopted
a series of amendments offered by Senator Markey (D-Ma) addressing information privacy and disclosure requirements for
commercial drone operators.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11 NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE WATCH
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Markey’s primary amendment enhances the commercial and government drone database established by the bill by requiring that
drone operators disclose if they collect personally identifiable information (PII) about an individual (including through the use of
facial recognition), how the personal data will be used (including for advertising or marketing purposes), how that information will be
handled, and when the sensitive information will be destroyed.
Markey’s amendments would also require a more complete UAS profile to be included in the database. The existing bill requires the
FAA to list the operator name, contact information, expiration date of authorization for UAS operation, and UAS identification number
(akin to a “license plate” identification system). Markey’s amendments mandate inclusion of this information as well as details on the
location, time, and purpose of operations, and a list of the UAS’ technical capabilities (camera-equipped, etc.).
What is PII?
Lobbyit met with Senator Markey’s staff to discuss the intent of the amendment concerning “personally identifiable information” (PII),
as it is not defined in the bill. Staff informed us that it was purposefully left vague, and was motivated by larger commercial interests
(ahem, Google and Amazon) collecting data on an unsuspecting public as they developed their home delivery UAV systems, then
commercializing the data and selling it to data brokers, advertisers, etc.
When informed how NCISS members use UAVs, Markey’s staff opined that we seemed to be a hybrid, in that we could be gathering
photographic evidence to confirm identities, etc. but would not be looking to commercialize this information in any fashion. They also
stated that they didn’t think that NCISS members would have to divulge specifics about surveillance activities that would confound
our ability to conduct necessary and proper investigative activities. The upshot, however, is that if these provisions survive House/
Senate conference, the FAA will retain significant rulemaking authority to determine how these provisions will work in practice.
Markey’s office informed us that this was also purposeful.
The Senate passed FAA reauthorization overwhelmingly, but the situation is much different in the House. The House version of the
bill, H.R. 4441, the Aviation Innovation, Reform, and Reauthorization (AIRR) Act includes several controversial provisions, including
the privatization of America’s air traffic control system. This is proving to be a significant sticking point with Democrats, and is one of
the topics confounding a final agreement reconciling the differences between the House and Senate versions.
Because of the difficulties in conferencing the House and Senate versions, a short-term reauthorization was passed, extending FAA
authorities until July 15. House T&I indicated to Lobbyit that another extension short of a full reauthorization may be necessary.
Currently, the House version contains no privacy or disclosure measures mirroring the Markey language. Senators Thune and
Nelson are leaning on Chairman Shuster to simply accept the Senate version, but Lobbyit’s interactions with T&I staff indicate that
this is unlikely.
Should the Markey language make it into any final agreeement, Lobbyit and NCISs will have to work diligently with the FAA to
ensure that the ensuing regulations do not harm our ability to operate.

NCISS – The National Voice of the Private Investigation & Security Professions
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Standing committee chairpersons, as outlined in the FALI
Bylaws, are currently being selected from the general
membership and are organizing their committees to begin
those tasks at hand. The committees will need volunteers
and as I indicated at the conference, I look forward to
your participation on those committees as well as your
suggestions for additional special committees to address
any specific needs of our association. Please don’t
hesitate to contacting either me or the FALI Administrator
for further information on getting involved. The current
Standing Committee Chair selections, as described in the
FALI bylaws are as follows:
· Advisory Committee: This committee is chaired
by the Immediate Past President of our association
and is comprised of all Past Presidents. As such,
Immediate Past President Tim O’Rourke is the
chairman of this committee.
· Annual Meeting Committee: Shall, subject to

·

·

and democratic principles. Selected as chairman of
this committee is Mr. Gary McDaniel.
Database Committee: Shall revise and maintain
a database containing all FALI members, send
dues invoices to members, provide membership
lists and other duties as directed by the President
and/or Board of Directors. Mr. Michael Goodfellow
has been selected as the chair of this committee
based on his education and experience in Internet
Technology. He will also act as Chairman for the
Website Committee.
Education Committee: Shall identify, prepare and
promote educational and professional development
programs, ascertain, and instructional elements by
agencies and interns, resolve representative testing requirements for licensure, and serve members
in continuing education needs, promote awareness
on the public’s right-to-privacy, attempt to qualify
for certification, and teach private investigation by

FALI Conference Parade of Flags is presented
on stage in Tampa.

·

·

board approval, promptly secure a place, date and
time for the next annual meeting, recommend and
coordinate awards, media coverage, speakers
and vendors; prepare the agenda and negotiate
contracts. Mr. Scott Wilson has been selected as
the chair of this committee, having experience in
conference planning in his past national corporate
position.
Audit Committee: This committee shall as
required by FALI bylaws review the financial
records following elections and prepare report to
be presented to the incoming Board of Directors.
Selected as this Committee Chair is Mr. Bill
McIntyre, CF I.
Bylaws and Rules Committee: shall annually
review and evaluate proposed amendments to
the Constitution and/or bylaws and standing rules;
the chairman shall serve as historian and as
parliamentarian; the committee shall be the final
authority on all interpretations in striving to make
membership an appreciating privilege by sustaining
a sound reputation based upon integrity, fairness

·

·

member’s resident County school system. I have
again selected Mr. Scott Wilson to undertake the
chair of this committee in that his work as Annual
Meeting Committee Chair aligns very closely between the two committees.
Elections Committee: Shall verify the nominations and qualifications of the candidates, prepare
the ballot, compile a candidate statements to be
published to the membership, count the ballots and
prepare the tellers report to the President in order
to announce the election results. Our Immediate
Past Vice President Mr. Jack Belich has agreed
to undertake the chair of this committee and is
continuing to develop an electronic voting process
which will facilitate future elections.
Ethics Committee: Member shall be appointed
by the President; allegations of ethical violation
shall be signed by the individual making the complaint and submitted in writing, via certified mail,
addressed to the president. Investigation shall
proceed pursuant to the parliamentary authority
adopted in the FALI Constitution. Mr. Ramesh
FALI VISION CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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·

·

·

Nyberg has been selected as the standing chair
of this committee with the responsibility of being
completely familiar with the FALI Code of Ethics
and the application thereof.
Government Affairs Committee: Shall actively
participate in both the Florida and federal legislative
and regulatory process for the affirmative passing
of proactive legislation of benefit to FALI members;
develop FALI positions on topical issues and serve
as liaison among FALI members, FALI board and
FALI lobbyists; negotiate FALI lobbyist contracts
for board approval, testify before legislative
committees, converse with Legislators and their
staff on behalf of FALI; be actively involved
with resident County’s legislative delegations or
political parties executive committee and be a
registered voter; attend local Private Investigative,
Recovery and Security Committee Meetings. The
dual chairpersons of this committee are Mr. Tim
O’Rourke who is and has been actively involved
with the lobbyist hired under his presidency to
deal primarily with correcting the prohibition of
use of GPS by private investigators and Mr. Burt
Hodge to take on those additional government and
legislative issues affecting the private investigative
profession and the Florida Association of Licensed
Investigators.
Publication Committee: shall publish a roster to
coincide with the annual meeting and designate
an editor who shall receive, edit and publish
articles of interest to FALI members in the official
publication of the Association forever known as the
FALI Forum and solicit revenue. Mr. Ric Feld has
been selected to chair this committee. Mr. Feld in
addition to being a licensed private investigator
has in excess of 20 years’ experience as an AP
journalist.
Website Committee: Shall be responsible for the
coordination and operation of FALI’s webpage that
shall include the following under a “Members Only”
section: all notices required by the Constitution
and/or Bylaws, minutes of previous meetings,
current Constitution and bylaws, and any business
or FALI BOA RD Internet votes that would amend
the bylaws. Mr. Michael Goodfellow will assume
these responsibilities in connection with his position
on the database committee.

In addition to the above selections for standing
committee chairmanships we are looking for
chairpersons of the Records Committee and the
Benefits Committee as outlined within the FALI bylaws.

years of service to FALI and the private investigative
profession by these outgoing officers, President Tim
O’Rourke, Vice President Jack Belich, and Treasurer
Heather Roberts. Each of these officers has served
our association, having been given the trust of the
membership and responsibility of office. As members
of the Executive Board of FALI, each has left their mark
on our association. On behalf of the current Board of
Directors and Officers and acting as spokesman for our
association I offer each well-deserved congratulations
and best wishes in their individual professional
endeavors and continued membership in the Florida
Association of Licensed Investigators.
In closing, I thank you for your membership and
dedication to FALI and make it my challenge to each
of us, to become actively involved in our association,
in our respective areas and for each of us to strive as
ambassadors, bringing into our association one new
member and/or a past member, who for whatever
reason has left us. As Officers and Board Members
we can only serve you if we work together with you as
a team. Best wishes to all as successful investigators
and as FALI team members.
Respectfully submitted,
Alan J. Moffatt
President, Florida Association of Licensed Investigators

Faces of the 2016 FALI Conference in Tampa.

Before closing, I would like to recognize the 5
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Editor’s Corner
Ric Feld
FALI Forum Editor
FALI Publications Committee Chair
The Raven Agency LLC
ric@theravenagency.com
editor@fali.org

PIRSAC June 2016 Quarterly Meeting

FALU-U and FALI Boot Camp
coming to Cocoa Beach

Thursday, August 4, 8:30am-4:30pm
Hilton Cocoa Beach Oceanfront

FALI’s New Private Investigator/Agency BootCamp is an
introductory best practices program that is part of FALI’s ongoing
professional development for new investigators and agency
owners.
The FALI BootCamp is specifically for the new private investigator
licensees and agency owners looking to begin their career with
a solid foundation. The FALI BootCamp is being offered to NEW
LICENSEES within Florida. You do not have to be a member of
FALI to attend the BootCamp, however the program is FREE for
members.

Hilton Cocoa Beach Oceanfront

FALI “U” provides advanced, targeted, learning
opportunities specifically designed for experienced
investigative disciplines. Each FALI “U” program consists
of a full day that includes professional development,
instruction, activities and discussions. The content is
designed so that you will have the skills and knowledge
needed to provide a new service to your clients, develop
new business opportunities or put into practice new
strategies for your organization.

By Alan Moffatt, PIRSAC Chairperson, FALI President
The Private Investigations, Recovery, And Security
Advisory Council (PIRSAC) held its quarterly meeting at
the Miami Airport Hilton Hotel on June 9, 2016. Among the
issues before the Council at this meeting was a review of
the 2017 legislative package for Chapter 493. There are
several sections of the statute, which have, at this point,
suggested amendments.
•
An amendment allowing veterans to submit a DD
214 showing firearms or small arms instructor 		
training…To be used as qualification to apply for 		
the initial K license.
•
A change in the G license fee from $150-$75 and
making the G license valid for one year.
•
Issuing a single license that would include an 		
endorsement for each separate license held by a
licensee.
•
Specifying a 15-day reporting time limit for 		
registering hiring and firing of employees with the
division of licensing.
•
In ensuring that G license requalification would be
specific to the type and caliber of firearm carried on
duty.
•
An amendment calling for the immediate 		
suspension of any G or K licensee arrested for a
firearm related crime until a final disposition of the
case.
•
Changing the penalty for disregarding a cease-		
and-desist order from a first-degree misdemeanor
to a 3rd degree felony.
•
Combining the 24 and 16 hour initial training for 		
private investigators and security officers into one
40-hour course.
Additionally, the Council heard comments from the recovery
industry on the ongoing forwarding issue and the possibility
of forwarding becoming a serious problem for the private
investigations industry as well.
It is my pleasure to announce that the Council welcomed
FALI member Marianne Lentini as its newest member.
The next PIRSAC quarterly meeting will be held on
September 8, 2016 at 9 AM at the Embassy Suites
Tampa Airport Westshore, 555 North Westshore Blvd.,
Tampa, FL 33609 Telephone (813) 875-1555.
Friday, August 5, 9:00am-5:00pm
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FALI ListServ
“Listserv Netiquette”
By Terry Roffler
FALI Secretary and Listserv Moderator
The FALI “members only” Listserv through Yahoo Groups, is a
great way to communicate quickly and easily with other members
regarding business work assistance requests and case work/
assignments. While the Listserv is a benefit of FALI membership,
it is one for which you have to sign up. You can do so by going
to www.FALI.org and looking for the Yahoo Groups logo on the
bottom left hand corner, or by sending an email to admin@fali.org
and we will then have Yahoo send you an invitation.
This digital age has given way to the term “netiquette” which
are the the do’s and don’ts of online communication. Netiquette
covers both common courtesy online and the informal “rules of
the road” of cyberspace. To make the FALI Listserv a positive
experience for all users we ask that you remember a few basic
rules
(Full Listserv rules can be found on the FALI website)
•
Always use a signature line.
•
When someone asks for a response “only”
to them, please comply. When you hit reply there will be two
address, the full listserv and the individual who sent the last
message. Choose who your recipient is (are).
•
Some posts tend to go back and forth. If the
topic is one that is not of interest to you, please just ignore and
delete. We do not need extra posts of members complaining
about the number of posts, that just adds to it.
•
If a discussion is occurring and it really is not of
benefit to the group, please take it private.
•
While it is nice to send salutations to fellow
members, the Listserv is not the place for this. Imagine if all 360+
listserv members did this?
•
Errors do occur where a member accidentally
responds to the whole group. We are all human, forgiveness is
divine.

RENEW
Your FALI
Membership

TODAY!!

Go to www.FALI.org and join your fellow
Florida Private Investigators community.

The FALI Listserv has grown tremendously over the last 2 years.
This is a very positive benefit for our members not only for
acquiring new business, but for sharing important information.
We appreciate everyone’s cooperation in making it as positive an
experience as possible.

Please contact Amy O’Rourke with any questions you may have
at: Admin@fali.org
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FALI Area Meeting Updates

FALI Area meetings offer members a chance to meet
in person, network, and learn from guest speakers
that Area Directors (ADs) work to recruit to speak on
topics relevant to our members. Guests are always
welcome. Meetings are announced by the ADs
through their area contact lists, and posted on the
FALI website. If your are not receiving notifications
of meetings, please send an email to your AD and
admin@fali.org to make sure your are on the correct
notification list.
NORTHEAST FLORIDA AREA Jacksonville / St. Augustine - Kimberly Campbell, AD
Meetings are held the second Monday of the month
alternating between Jacksonville and St. Augustive.
TAMPA BAY AREA - Mark Aubin, AD
Meetings are held the last Tuesday of every month
at T.G.I.Fs on Fowler Avenue in North Tampa. These
meetings pull attendees from many of the counties
within and surrounding Tampa Bay.

RENEW
Your FALI
Membership

TODAY!!

Go to www.FALI.org and join your fellow
Florida Private Investigators community.

ORLANDO AREA - Ollie Phipps, AD
Meetings are held the last Tuesday of the month. The
group is now meeting at Miller’s Ale House.
PALM BEACH AREA - Rick Root, AD
Meetings are held the 3rd Monday of the month at the
Keiser University’s West Palm Beach campus.
SOUTHEAST FLORIDA / Broward - Dade Area
Ann Tennpenny, AD
Meetings are held at the Marriott Courtyard in Dania
Beach off of I-95
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA / Fort Meyers Area
Walt Zalisko, AD
Meetings are held quarterly at the Embassy suites
hotel in Estero.
PANHANDLE AREA / Tallahassee
Jerry Bloeche, AD
Meetings are held quarterly in Milton and Tallahassee.
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FALI Board of Directors 2016-2017
Executive Board

ORLANDO REGION
Includes:
Brevard • Lake • Orange
Osceola
Seminole • Sumter • Volusia
Area Director
Oliver “Ollie” Phipps
(407) 273-6646
Ollie@averyprivateeye.com

Alan Moffatt
President
(561) 348-4387
president@fali.org

alanmoffatt@themoffattgroup.com

Michael Cole
Vice President
(305) 308-7008
mrc0043@comcast.net
Terry Roffler
Secretary
(813) 892-5966
roffler@att.net
Matt Aubin
Treasurer
(813) 373-4181
Reconagency@gmail.com

TALLAHASSEE / PANHANDLE
REGION
Includes:
Bay • Calhoun • Escambia
Franklin •Gadsden • Gulf
Holmes • Jackson • Jefferson
Leon • Liberty • Madison
Okaloosa • Santa Rosa • Taylor
Wakulla • Walton • Washington
Area Director
Jerry Bloechle
(850) 450-5719
info@knowmoreinvestigations.com

Area Directors
TAMPA BAY REGION
Includes:
Citrus • Hernando • Hillsborough
Manatee • Pasco • Pinellas
Polk • Sarasota • Sumter
Area Director
Mark Aubin
(813) 902-0420
mark@topguninvestigations.com

JACKSONVILLE REGION
Includes:
Alachua • Baker • Bradford
Clay • Columbia • Dixie
Duval • Flagler
Gilchrist • Hamilton • Lafayette
Levy • Marion • Nassau
Putnam • St. Johns
Suwanee • Union
Area Director
Kimberly Campbell
(904) 230 1331
Kimberly@crosspi.com

FORT MYERS REGION
Includes:
Charlotte • Collier • DeSoto
Glades • Hardee • Hendry
Highlands • Lee
Area Director
Walt Zalisko
(855) 444-7448
globalpi@comcast.net
PALM BEACH REGION
Includes:
Indian River • Martin
Okeechobee
Palm Beach • Saint Lucie
Area Director
Rick Root
(772) 8726048
rick@dennisroot.com

BROWARD / MIAMI-DADE
REGION
Includes:
Broward • Dade • Monroe
Area Director
Ann Tennpenny
(954) 471-4109
inchhipi.fl@gmail.com
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PLEASE SUPPORT THOSE WHO
SUPPORT FALI

Thank you again to all our vendors for their sponsorship of the

2016 FALI Conference
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IMPORTA

ANNOUNC

NT

EMENT

OFFICIAL INSURANCE
PROVIDER OF FALI
From General Liability coverage to
everything else you need to protect
your company, El Dorado makes it
easy with our exclusive program
designed specifically for Florida
private investigators.
For over 40 years, El Dorado has been
a major insurance provider to Texas
Security Professionals. Since then,
the company has grown and opened
offices in Florida and California and
is now recognized to be one of the
largest retailers of insurance programs
for the security industry.

Highlights of El Dorado’s
Exclusive Program for
Private Investigators:
» General Liability including
Errors and Omissions
» Workers’ Compensation
» Umbrella/Excess Liability
» Auto/Fleet
» Hired Car/Non-Owned
Auto Liability
» Fidelity/Employee
Dishonesty Bonds
» Certificates 24/7
» Unbeatable Rates
» Broad-Option Coverage
» A Rated Carrier

Want to learn more?
800.221.3386 or
specialist@eldoradoinsurance.com
eldoradoinsurance.com

» Knowledgeable Staff
» ONGUARD Newsletter
» Active Involvement in
Your Industry
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The Florida Department of Law Enforcement is unveiling their “If You See Something. Say
Something” campaign. If you, or your organization, would like the template for a poster that you can
promote and add your logo to as a show of support for the campaign please call FDLE in Tallahassee
and they will provide you with the tools to participate.
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Treasurer’s Report

Matt Aubin

FALI Treasurer

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to serve FALI as the new treasurer. One of my main goals is to assist the board
by creating a budget which enables our organization to have more resources to continue the efforts and achievements
that have been accomplished by FALI in the past.
As soon as the new budget is finalized, it will be made available to the membership. This budget, along with a track record
of financial growth over the last 5 years, will ensure FALI’s ongoing financial security.
As a reminder to some, and new information for others, the FALI Board minutes, and financial reports are available on the
website for review. Once you log in to your FALI profile at www.fali.org, go to the “Resources” tab on the left hand side of
the home page, then click on “FALIBoD Minutes.”
By reviewing these documents you will see the growth and stability that the organization has developed over the last 5
years, as well as financial reports from some years past. I have also asked our Administrative Director to go through FALI
archives from more than 5 years ago to see if she can find any additional FALI Financial records.
I would like to make myself available to any members who have any ideas or questions regarding FALI’s finances and
encourage any active members to contact me directly as necessary.
Thanks!
Matt Aubin,
FALI Treasurer
813-373-4181
ReconAgency@gmail.com
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IS YOUR ONLINE/MEMBERSHIP FALI PROFILE UP-TO-DATE ???
NOTES
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
FALI Conference May 7-9, 2015
Keep YOUR information up to date online– Log In TODAY! www.FALI.org

Florida Association of Licensed Investigators
Post Office Box 2896
Dunedin, FL 34697
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